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Every such single experience will mean something even
if it is some time before the cumulative results are
recognizable.
As there are no two people alike, no two people will
fall into the same groove in applying the analytic
method. Each and every one will gradually gravitate
into his own particular psychological gardening habit in
an involuntary manner—just as would be the case in
any other form of gardening. And although 1 have
found that I can oftentimes do some of my best mental
" gardening " when I am walking, that doesn't imply
that anyone else will have a similar tendency, I have
known some people to get their best results when they
were lying down in a quiet place with the eyes closed;
whereas whenever I happen to try that method 1
generally succeed in starting to snore after about five
minutes or so. In fact, in my case* an indulging in
flows of free associations under such recumbent con-
ditions always tends to make me sleepy. (Sufferers
from insomnia may note this to their benefit.)
When you have started analysing your dreams, your
exaggerated daily reactions, your " original" stories,
your cover-memories, your complexes and fixations,
etc., you will have planted some extremely valuable
psychological " seedlings "; and when you plant any
sort of seedling you do not pull it up by the roots every
day before breakfast just to see how fast it is growing.
So when you have " planted" these psychological
" seedlings " you must act in a similarly sensible way.
Don't expect to undo the results of twenty, thirty,
forty, or even fifty or sixty years of undesirable in-
fluences in an equal number of minutes. If anyooe is
looking for any such royal road as that to psychical

